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Abstract 
Homological and geometric properties of configuration spaces of points in Euclidean space are 
described. Connections to non-abelian analogues of exterior algebras and mapping class groups 
are also given. 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this article is to describe features of configuration spaces of ordered 
q-tuples of distinct points in Euclidean space together with their relation to graded Lie 
algebras, representations of the symmetric groups, and Poisson algebras. For example, 
the equivariant homology of these configuration spaces with coefficients in a “Coxeter” 
representation is a special case of this information. Most of the material described here 
dates back to the early 1970’s [ 111. Some of the material is new and unpublished. All 
of this information is ‘seen through the eyes” of classical homotopy theory. 
A smattering of information concerning configuration spaces of surfaces is included. 
These results are both analogous to and touch upon the subject of mapping class groups 
of an orientable Riemann surface. Finally some mention is made of non-abelian ana- 
logues of exterior algebras as many important homological features of configuration 
spaces are captured by these algebras. The article is organized as follows. Section 1: 
Configuration spaces and little cubes. Section 2: On the homology of ordered config- 
uration spaces. Section 3: Loop spaces. Section 4: Configuration spaces, suspension, 
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and loop spaces. Section 5: Suspension and the homology of configuration spaces. Sec- 
tion 6: A further relation to free Lie algebras. Section 7: Homology of configuration 
spaces with coefficients in a Coxeter representation. Section 8: Combinatorial group 
theory, non-abelian analogues of exterior algebras, and the modules Lie(n) . Section 9: 
Mapping class groups. 
1. Configuration spaces and little cubes 
Given a space M define the (ordered) configuration space of q-tuples of distinct 
points in M as in [25] by 
F(M,q) ={(mt,..., mq) E Mq 1 mi Z mj if i # j}. 
The symmetric group on q letters Zq acts by permutation of coordinates. Write 
B(M,q) = F(Kq)/Zq 
for the configuration space of unordered q-tuples of distinct points in M. The notation 
adopted here is that of [25] ; other notations abound. For example the notations 
C(M,q) = B(M,q) or c(M,q) = F(M,q) 
are used frequently. 
The space B( B2, q) is an Eilenberg-Mac Lane space of type K( B,, 1) where B, 
denotes Artin’s braid groups on q strands. The spaces B( RN, q) are not K( T, 1)‘s if 
2 < N < cc while the union UNB(lRN,q) = B(Rm,q) is a K(m,l) where 7r is the 
symmetric group on q letters [ 25,271. 
The case for which M = JP is special and builds up other configuration spaces in a 
natural way. In this case, configuration spaces of points in Euclidean space are homotopy 
equivalent to certain spaces of embeddings which were invented by Boardman and Vogt 
[3]. Namely, let I = [O, 11 and let c : [O,ll + [0, 11 be given by c(t) = at + b for 
a > 0, b 2 0, and 1 2 a + b. Thus c is an orientation preserving afIine embedding of I 
into itself; it is a “little one cube”. Define I” = [ 0, 1 ] n and let 
c’:I”---+I” 
be given by c’= ct x . . . x c,, where ci( t) = ai( t) + bi is a “little one cube”. The space 
of q little n-cubes is the set of q-tuples 
C,(q) = ((69. ..,Zq) I(l) Each ci + is a little n-cube. (2) The interiors 
of &(I”) and 4(P) are disjoint if i # j}. 
The space C,(q) is topologized with the compact-open topology. There is an evalua- 
tion map 
e : C,(q) - FW,q) 
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given by sending 6 to its center; thus setting z = (l/2,. . . , l/2) E I”, define 
e(ci,. . .,q = (G(z),. . .,ZqCz)). 
21 
The following lemma was observed in work of Boardman and Vogt [ 31 while a proof 
appears in [ 331. 
Lemma 1.1. The map e commutes with the natuml action of the symmetric group & 
and is also a homotopy equivalence. 
Composition of functions gives a continuous map 
y : C,(q) x C”(h > x * * * x C”Cj,> - G(j1 + * *. + jq). 
The structure of these compositions which have origins in the work of Mac Lane and of 
Stasheff are exploited and abstracted in [ 331 by the notation of an operad. 
Consider the disjoint union 
M(n) =UNR”,q) and B(n) =UB(Wq), 
q10 420 
where F(lP,O) = B(W”,O) = * is the point. The spaces M(n) and B(n) admit 
homotopy associative multiplications which are induced by actions of “little cubes”. 
Namely, fix (cl, cp) in C,( 2) and define 
/X : M(n) x M(n) - M(n) 
which when restricted to F(F,q) x F(lR”,s) sends ((XI,. . . ,x,), (~1,. . . ,ys)) to 
(Cl(XI) ,...,CI(X,),C2(Yl),..., c2 ( ys) ) . ‘Ihe multiplication on B(n) is defined anal- 
ogously. The space B(n) is homotopy equivalent to C, (9) in the language of [ 331. If 
n > 2, then B(n) is homotopy abelian. However M(n) is never homotopy abelian if 
n < 00. 
A small modification of the spaces M(n) and B(n) gives homotopy equivalent 
spaces which support strictly associative multiplications. Consider the space llU+ = 
{(Xl,..., ~,)~lR”I~i>O}andlet 
M(n)’ = J.JWq,q). 
920 
Given ( j$ , . . .,yq) in F(IRt,q) and (fi ,..., z’,) in F(lQ,s), define 
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with &,I = Zi,i +maxi<j<q{yj,r}. The pairing ,u’ endows M(n)’ with the structure of an -- 
associative monoid with an identity. The homology of M(n)’ thus gives an associative 
algebra with additional structure which is closely related to the free lie algebra and is 
explicated in Sections 4-6. 
The pairing 1~’ is the analogue for configuration spaces of the construction given by 
the Moore loop space [ 351. 
2. On the homology of ordered configuration spaces 
The homology groups of ordered configuration spaces of points in lP are built up out 
of certain natural summands of free Lie algebras. This connection is derived through a 
second natural connection with function spaces although one can obtain these algebraic 
properties directly. Indeed this is the point of view given in [ 1 l] where the results 
below were first obtained, First, the homology of the configuration space must be given. 
The following arises from an elementary calculation. If n 2 2, then the integral 
cohomology ring of F(lP, q) is generated as an algebra by elements 
Ai,j, l<j<ilq, 
where Ai,j is of degree n - 1. A complete set of relations is specified by 
(1) Atj=O, 
(2) Ai,jAi,k = Ak,j( Ai,k - Ai,_/) if j < k, and 
(3) associativity and (graded) commutativity. 
The point of this calculation is that 
l the relation At = 0 corresponds to anti-symmetry law in a graded Lie algebra 
while 
l the relation for Ai,jAi,k in (2) corresponds to the Jacobi identity. 
The proofs are direct, sketched below, and were given in [ 1 l] with the mildly different 
notation (Yi*_t j = Ai,j. The cohomology ring of F(R*, q) was also given in [ 11. The 
initial step is to notice that there is a homotopy equivalence 
C$ : 9-t - F(W”,2) 
given by q&x) = (x, -x) with S”-’ regarded as the locus of points in R” of norm 1. 
A homotopy inverse for 4 sends (x, y) to x fi. The second step is to consider the 
projection maps 
7Ti.j : F(lRn,q) - F(Rn,2) 
with ri,j(xr,. . . ,x,) = (xj, xi) for i > j. The cohomology classes Ai,j are defined by 
the equation 
Ai,j = TT:~ (i) , 
where i is a fixed generator of H”-‘F(B”, 2) 21 Z. Thus Azj = 0 as i* = 0. 
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To check relation (2), it suffices to check the case i = 3, j = 2, and k = 1 by applying 
the prOjeCtiOnS pi,j,k : F(W",q) -+ F(Rn,3) ghWl by pi,&(Xt,...,Xq) = (xk,xj,xi) 
for k < j < i. The cases for which n = 2, 4, or 8 are special but are illustrative. 
Namely if A4 = G is a topological group, there is a homeomorphism 
h:F(G,q) ---+GxF(G-{l},q-1) 
given by h(gt,. . * ,g,) = (g1, (g,‘g*v * * . , g;‘gq) ) . Thus there are homeomorphisms 
F(IW”,q) -IV x F(IW” - {O},q- 1) and 
F(lV - {O}, q - 1) - P-’ xR+xF(W-{O,l},q-2) ifn=2,4. 
Thus if II = 2 or 4, there are homeomorphisms 
F(W”,3) -R” x (9-1 x W,) x (R” - {O,l}). 
Hence if n = 2 or 4, then there are isomorphisms 
l?F(KV’, 3) - Z, (4) 
H”-‘F(lK3) -@Z, (5) 
3 
H2@-‘)F(R”, 3) ----f @iZ, (6) 
whileH’F(lR”,3) iszerofori>Oandi # n-1,2(n-l).Ifn> 1, thenananalogous 
isomorphism can also be obtained by observing that the Serre spectral sequence for the 
fibration 7rz.t : F(R”, 3) -+ F(R”, 2) collapses. Namely, the projection maps 
rI : F(W,R) - F(lR”,l), 
where ~1 denotes projection to coordinates (il, i2,. . . , il) = I with il < i2 < - . . < il 
gives a fibre bundle with fibre F( IR” - Ql, k - I) where Ql is a subset of lP having 
cardinality 1 [ 251. 
For the moment, restrict attention to the homeomorphism 
A: (S”-’ x Et+) x (W” - {O,l}) x R” - F(llP,3), n =2 or 4. 
Here A-‘(x,y,z) = (a,b,c) for (i) a in Sn-’ xB+ witha= (s,]]y-~I/), (ii) 
b in lP - (0, 1) with b = (y - x)-l + (z - x), and (iii) c in R” with c = x. Thus 
by inspection a basis for Z-P-‘F(R”, 3) is {AZ,, AJ~, A32) if n = 2 or 4. Furthermore 
a basis for H2(n-‘)F(R”,3) is {AzIA~I,A~IA~~} if n = 2 or 4. The relation (2) for 
Ai,jAi,k reduces to working out the coefficients in the equation 
As1As2 = aA21Ast + PAXAD 
There is exactly one choice which is consistent with the &action: (Y = - 1 and p = 1. 
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The action of the symmetric group Zq on Ai,j in the cohomology of F( IF??, q) is 
specified by 
UAi,j = 
Am(i) ,cr(j) if a(i) > a(j), 
(-1)“An(j),c(i) if a(i) < a(j). 
The sign arises through the homotopy equivalence q5 : S”-’ + F(JR”, 2). Notice that 
4(-z) = (1,2)4(z). Thus the sign (-1)” is the degree of the antipodal map which 
is itself given by multiplication by - 1. 
The cohomology ring for F(R”, k) for all n > 1 and all k follows similarly by an ap- 
plication of the Serre spectral sequence for the fibrations T : F(R”, k) ---) F(R”, k - 1). 
3. Loop spaces 
This section provides well-known information concerning (iterated) loop spaces. This 
information is used in conjunction with Section 2 to give one of the strong links between 
the homology of configuration spaces, graded Lie algebras, and Poisson algebras. 
Consider a pointed space X with base-point given by *. The n-sphere is the locus of 
points in IF+’ of norm 1; the n-sphere will sometimes be required to be pointed. Define 
A”X=map(S”,X) and iY’X=map,(S”,X), 
where (1) n”X is the space of all continuous functions from S” to X topologized 
with the compact open topology and (2) flX is the subspace of K’X given by those 
functions which preserve the base-point. Throughout this article all spaces X are required 
to be of the homotopy type of a connected CW-complex (although these hypotheses are 
frequently unnecessarily restrictive). 
The (unbased) function space n”X does not, in general, support a multiplication up 
to homotopy; namely A”X is not, in general, an H-space unless X is an H-space (or 
topological group). 
The notion of an H-space is a generalization of a topological group; it is of use in 
the subject of loop spaces and will be defined in the next paragraph. The spaces 0’X 
always support he structure of an H-space and, if n 2 2, there is a homotopy abelian 
multiplication. 
A space X is said to be an H-space provided (i) it is a pointed space with base-point 
*, (ii) there is a continuous function p : X x X ---) X which is called the multiplication, 
and (iii) the composites 
X-=+XxX&X and X-XxX&X 
are homotopic to the identity map on X given by I. If X is a topological group, * is the 
identity element. 
One of the classical relations between various loop spaces arises from the path- 
loop fibration. Write PX = map, ( [ 0, 1 ] , X) where 0 is the base-point in [0, 1 I. The 
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evaluation map p : PX -+ X with p(f) = f( 1) is a fibration with fibre 0X. Analogously, 
there are fibrations p : PO’-‘X + fY’-‘X with fibre U’X. 
The suspension of X is given by ZX = St x X/ ( St x *U * x X) . There is an evaluation 
map 
e:%?X-X 
given by e [ z, f] = f( z ) . Furthermore, the homology of XX is isomorphic to that of X 
with a degree shift: there are isomorphisms 
&(X) - RJ+1Lm. 
Thus there is a homomorphism called the homology suspension, u*, given by the 
composite 
E&@X) - &+,(Z:aX) e. &+t(X). 
The homology of many loop spaces are reasonably well-understood. The map u* is 
quite useful here. The first basic example is that of UX. Assume that R is a ring, 
that H, (X; R) is R-torsion free and let V = R,( X; R), the reduced homology. The 
Bott-Samelson theorem [9] states that there is an isomorphism of algebras 
T[Vl - H,(RZX; R) 
where T [ V] denotes the tensor algebra generated by V. A combinatorial “model” for 
RZX was given by James [ 301; this construction, JX, is known as the James construc- 
tion and is equipped with a map y : JX -+ &5X which is a homotopy equivalence for 
all connected CW complexes X. The homology of JX and thus OZX can be deduced 
directly from the Ktinneth theorem. Furthermore, JX is given by the free topological 
monoid generated by X with the base-point * acting as the identity element. 
Recall that T [ V] is a graded Lie algebra with the Lie product [a, 61 given by 
a @I b - ( - 1) laM b %I a where 1 y ( denotes the degree of the element y. The sub-Lie 
algebra of T [ V] generated by V is the free Lie algebra L[ V] . 
The homology of n”PX behaves well. If n 2 2, there is usually torsion in the 
homology of these spaces. Thus the homology is usually described with coefficients in 
a field P. The simplest case occurs when F has characteristic zero and so this case will 
be addressed next. 
Given a graded module M, define unM to be M with all degrees raised by n. Next 
assume that M = V = Z?, (X, IF). Form (+-” L [ d’ V] . Let S[ M] denote the symmetric 
algebra generated by the module M. 
If F has a characteristic zero and n 2 1, then there is an isomorphism of algebras 
S[cT-nL[anV]] - iY * (fr+lzn+l X;P). 
The proof of this last statement is classical and follows at once from [9,10,34] and the 
Bott-Samelson theorem. An outline of this last result is given in Section 4 where these 
results are linked to the homology of configuration spaces. 
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If F is now taken to be the prime field lFP, there are analogous results. For the 
remainder of this section, let F = lFP and fi*(X, IF,) = V. As before L[ V] denotes the 
sub Lie algebra of T[ V ] generated by V. Write tP [ V] for the vector space in T[ V] 
which is the linear span of all pth powers of even degree elements in L[ V] for an odd 
prime p or all pth powers if p = 2. If X itself is a suspension, then the module of 
primitive elements in iY, (CCX; FP) is precisely L[ V] @ ifp [V] . 
If p = 2, define A,[ V] by 
A,[V] =a-“L[fJv] @a-“&[dv]. 
If p > 2, define A,, [ V] by 
/l,[V] = CT-“L[a-“VI CBa-“&[onV] @a-“+‘&J(Sv]. 
If n > 1, then A, [ V] can be used to describe the homology groups of U’+* P’X. 
The answer for the case H, ( fi2z?X; lFP) is given below and for all n > 0 in [ 111: 
Notice that Al [ V] is used to describe the homology of fl+‘Z’“+‘X. 
(i) let p = 2. Given a basis {A} for At [V] with V = R,(X; IFz), define elements 
QfA inductively by 
(a) Q!A= A, 
(b) Qf+‘A = QI (QfA), ad 
(c) the degree of QI (x) is 1+2(x1. 
Then there is an isomorphism of algebras 
S[QfA 1 a L 0,A E {A}] - H,(kZ22x;lF2). 
An important feature of Qlx is that (~*Qtx = (~*x)~. 
(ii) Let p be an odd prime. Given a basis {A} for At [V] with V = i?Z* (X; IFp), 
define elements QfA and PQfA for some choices of A as follows: 
(a) if a > 0, QfA and PQQA are defined precisely when A is an element of odd 
degree in {A}, 
(b) Q:A = A, 
(c) Qf+‘A = Ql (Qf A), 
(d) PQf; is defined for all QfA with a > 0, and 
(e) the degrees of Qt (x) and ,6Ql (x) are given by p - 1 + plxl and p - 2 + p(xl 
respectively. 
Define WI [V] to be the graded vector space with basis given by 
(1) A in {A}, 
(2) QpA for A in {A}, A is of odd degree and a > 0, and 
(3) j3QfA where QfA is defined by (2) and b 2 1. 
Then there is an isomorphism of algebras 
~~‘pWl[Ul - H*@Z2X;&J). 
The homology groups of n”_YX, the space of all continuous maps of S” to PX, are 
not as well understood. The case of n = 2 is of interest in the study of mapping class 
groups and is alluded to in Section 9. 
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4. Configuration spaces, suspension, and loop spaces 
The purpose of this section is to describe the connection between configuration spaces 
and loop spaces. 
A basic construction of Boardman and Vogt [ 31 is the action of the space of j “little 
n-cubes” C,(j) on L?“X. Namely, there are maps 
e : C,(j) x (LFX>j - tix 
with 
e((ci,...,cfi),(fl,...,fj))(U) 
h(u) ifu = ci( v) is in the interior of ci( In), = 
{ 
* otherwise. 
One feature of the map 8 is that it is equivariant in the sense that 
e((c’,,l,, * ..,c'(j)),(f~(l)~~..,fa(j))=~((Cl,..~,Cj),(fl,...,fj)) 
for c_r in Zj. The map 0 enjoys other properties with respect o composition of “little 
cubes” and a thorough study is given in [ 331. As described earlier, there exist homotopy 
equivalences 
C”(j) - F(Rnn,i) 
which are equivariant. 
Configuration spaces can be regarded as “bricks” from which certain function spaces 
can be built. One example is the space 0”S”X described in Section 3. Related examples 
are given by A”_Z”X for certain choices of X where these latter spaces fit with mapping 
class groups associated to Riemann surfaces. Other function spaces can be approximated 
in similar ways [ 451. 
To start, the preceding paragraph will be made precise. Recall that X is assumed to 
be a connected CW-complex. Let C (M, X) be the equivalence classes of pairs [S, f] 
where ( 1) S is a finite subset of the space M and f is a function from S to X, and (2) 
[s,f] isequivalent o [S-{q},fJ~-{~)l if andonlyif f(q) =*. The space C(R”,X) 
provides a link between function spaces and configuration spaces as follows [ 33,391: 
( 1) there is a map 
C(W”,X) - LFFX 
which induces an isomorphism in homology (where X is path-connected) and 
(2) C (R”, X) is a quotient of the disjoint union of configuration spaces 
II F(lP, k) X& Xk. 
k>O 
Notice that C (R”, X) is obtained from the disjoint union by identifying 
(rl,... ,rk)(Xt ,..., Xk) to (rl,...,?i ,..., rk)(Xl,...,4,,..,Xk) 
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provided Xi = X. 
Furthermore, the space C( R”, X) is filtered by the subspaces FqC(lRn, X) given by 
the image of Uk+ F(lP,k) XZ; Xk in C(R”,X). Define D,(R”,X) to be the quotient 
space 
F,C(lR",X)/F,-$(I[$",X). 
By [ 11,33,40] there are isomorphisms of homology groups 
K(F,-IC(R’X) VD,W’,X)) - HdF,CW’,X)). 
These isomorphisms are, in a sense, realized by maps of spaces and are described below. 
In addition, write Eq(R", X) for the quotient space C(lP, X)/FqC(R", X). There are 
isomorphisms on homology given by 
H,(F,CW’,X) VE,W’,X)) - Kz(CW’,X)). 
The sense in which these isomorphisms are induced by maps of spaces is given next. 
The following was described in [ 191 although the proof appeared elsewhere and is given 
in [ 121. For every 4 2 1, there are homotopy equivalences 
pqLPy”x - x2nq ($Dk(Rn,X)) V.Z2nqEq(R",X). 
k=l 
That LT’BX admitted an analogous stable decomposition had already been proven 
in [40]. 
These properties are special cases of more general theorems: 
(i) If M is a smooth compact manifold without boundary, then C( M, X) is homo- 
topy equivalent to a certain space of cross-sections obtained from both X and the 
tangent bundle of M [ 51. The proof uses classical methods of quasi-fibrations 
due to Dold and Thorn [ 231. 
(ii) There are homotopy equivalences 
.Z2nqC(M,X) - 2"'q @h(M,X)) V22flqEq(M,X), 
k=l 
where C (M, X) is filtered analogously and M is homeomorphic to a subspace 
of B” [12]. 
The proof of this equivalence also follows methods of Dold [21] and is obtained by 
“adding” all subsets of a finite set in appropriate context. 
5. Suspension and the homology of configuration spaces 
Recall the homology suspension CT* : HqOX + H,+lX. There are operations in the 
homology of iterated loop spaces which are compatible with u*. 
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In particular, there are maps 
B : C,+1(2) x fl+tx x fl+tx - 6Y+tx 
while C,+,(2) is homotopy equivalent to S”. Given x E H&?“+‘X and y E H,#+‘X, 
define an element in H,,+s+rLY’f’X defined by 
h,(x,y) = (-l)n%&(i@~@y) 
where i is a fixed choice of generator for H,,C,+I (2) x Z. These operations were 
invented in [ lo] while a more detailed analysis is given in [ 111; the operation given 
by A, is analogous to a Lie bracket. 
Direct homological calculations together with a chain level argument for case (1) 
give the following information in [ 111: 
( 1) (Commutation with suspension) 
(+*&(X9 y) = An-1 ((T*x, a*y). 
(2) (Poisson algebra structure) 
A,(x*y,z) =.x.hn(y,z) +(-l)‘Y’(n+‘z’)A”(xrZ) *y. 
(3) (Antisymmetry) 
(4) (Jacobi identity) 
(-l)(n+lxl)(n+lzl)hn(x,A,(y,Z)) + (-l)(“+‘yl)(n+‘XI)A”(y,A”(z,X)) 
+ (-l)(n+lzl)(n+(yl)A,(Z,A,(n,y)) =o. 
The formula ( 1) (Commutation with homology suspension) immediately gives the 
rational homology of U’+’ _F’“+‘X from the Bott-Samelson theorem. Consider the tensor 
product of algebras where V = EZ* (X; Q) : 
S[ e+‘L[ o-v] ] @ S[a_“L[ o-v] I. 
Give this algebra a differential by requiring 
d(a_n+‘[a”x ,, . . . ,cFXq]) = o-“[anxl,. . . ,tix,] 
for [a”xt , . . . , d’n,] in L[ o-T] and requiring d to be a derivation of graded algebras. 
Evidently, the homology of the above chain complex is trivial. There is a morphism 
of chain complexes from this algebra to the Serre spectral sequence associated to the 
fibration PL?“2’“+‘X -+ @2’+‘X with fibre V+’ F’X. An induction on n together 
with a comparison gives an algebra isomorphism 
S[a-“L[a”V]] - H,(@+‘Y+‘X;Q) 
ifn> 1. 
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A similar result applies in case coefficients are taken in lFP while the proof is analo- 
gous. The details are given in [ 10,111. 
With this language, the connection between the homology of configuration spaces and 
Lie algebras follows directly. Recall that a basis for Ht”jk( F(R”+‘, q) ; Z) is given by 
AI = Ailj,AiZ,jz . . . Aik,jk, il < i2 < . * ' < ik, j, < it. 
Let AI_ denote the dual basis element. Recall that the element 
A,(x,y) in H (Lt”+‘X-IF) * 3 
was defined to be ( -1)“]X]t9*(A2r* @ x @ y) since A21* = i in H,,F(R”+*, 2) z HnSn. 
Iterates of the A, are obtained via the pairing 
r:G+1(2) x&+1(j) x&+1(k) -G+l(j+k). 
Thus, for example, h, (A,( x, y) , z ) is, up to a sign, equal to 
where 1 is a choice of generator for H&+1 ( 1) M Z. 
By either a direct check of definitions or by [ 331, there is a commutative diagram 
G+1(2) x Cn+lW x Cn+l(k) x (fl+‘w+k 
7x1 
- C,+l(j+k) x (sz"+lxp+k 
I .b 
G+1W xG+l(i) x (.n”+‘W x G+1(2) x (fl+W f.Y+“f’x 
1 IXBXB 11 
C,+1(2) x (LFf’X) x nn+‘x b LFn”+‘X. 
e 
A direct calculation using the projection maps ri,r : F( Rn+‘, j + k) + F( R”+l, 2)) 1 5 
t < i 5 j + k, gives a formula for the calculation of y in homology. Thus for example 
y*(A21* BAAPI* @ 1) = (-lY[(A21&1)* + (A21&2)*1 
as given in [ 11, p. 3 141. An application of the action of zj+k on H&,+1 (j+ k) together 
with the fact that 8 is equivariant finishes the proof of the Jacobi identity. 
This argument gives more information. A direct induction gives that 
@*(AI, 8 x1 8.. . ‘8 xk) 
is a linear combination of elements 
(*I '&I[.. .A,[h,[X,(l),X,(3)1X,(3)1.. *l%(k)] 
for (T E & with q = k + 1. Furthermore, if B is any element in Hc,,,F( R”+‘, q) for 
0 5 t < q- 1 then B,(B@xr @... @J x4) is a product of linear combinations of (*> . 
Thus by commutation with iterates of the homology suspension, there are isomorphisms 
Hn(k-l)(F(R ‘+l, k) ; IF) @azk VBk 
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with the linear span of the elements 
a_“[. . . [o”x~,a”x*]ti”x3.. .]#.I&] 
in umnL[a”V]. 
In addition, there is a finer decomposition of T[ o-T] than that given by the Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem which follows from the above remarks. Namely, the algebra 
S[a-“L[a”V]] is filtered via weights of Lie elements. This filtration corresponds to 
the filtration of 
H,(F(R”+’ ,k);W @& V@& 
obtained by homological degree in the left-hand factor [ 131. 
Write A(nt,. . . ,x,) for a-“[. . . [@xl, d’x23 . . .] d’nxk]. Fix integers k and 1 and let 
denote the linear span of the elements 
h(x,, . . . ,xi,>.A(xi,+l,...,Xi*)...A(Xij_,+l,...,Xij) 
in S[a-“L[cYV]] where 
(i) il+i2+..-+ij=k, and 
(ii) (il+.-.+ij) -j=k-j=l. 
Notice that there is a direct sum decomposition of S[ u-~,!,[ a”V] ] given by 
C3 &,1(n). 
k,l>O 
This decomposition is given in a second way which corresponds to the homology of 
F(W”, k). Namely, there are vector space isomorphisms 
&J(n) - HdF(R”+‘,k);F) @_Q V”. 
Thus the homological degree for the configuration space corresponds to a finer strat- 
ification of a tensor algebra than one ordinarily expects from the classical Poincare- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem. These remarks are proven in Theorem 12.3 of [ 11, p. 3021, 
6. A further relation to free Lie algebras 
Let V, denote the free abelian group 
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with a basis denoted {ut , . . . , uq}. Let T[ V4] denote the tensor algebra over Z generated 
by V4; L[ &] denotes the free Lie algebra (over Z) generated by V,. Thus L[ &] is the 
sub-Lie algebra of T[ V4] generated by V, with Lie bracket given by 
[a, bl =a@b-b@a. 
Let Lie(q) denote the abelian subgroup of L[ V4] generated by the elements 
au(q) = 1. - * ruv(I),~,(z)l -* .lb(q)l 
where C_T runs over the elements in the symmetric group on q-letters, Z,r. Thus Lie(q) 
is naturally a module over the group ring Z[ &I and, as an abelian group, Lie(q) is 
isomorphic to $(4_,j! Z. 
A special case of Theorem 12.3 [ 11, p. 3021 which was described in Section 5 
identifies Lie(q) with H~q-~)(n-l~F(JR~,q). Let Z(-1) denote the sign representation 
of --c,. 
Theorem 6.1. 
(1) Ifn is odd, then H~,_I,,,_l,(F(IW”,q);g) isisomorphictoLie(q) asa Z[&,l- 
module. 
(2) If n > 0 and n is even, then Hi,-I)(,-I,(F(W”,q);Z) is isomorphic to 
Lie(q) @Z Z(-1) as a Z[&]-module. 
More is true. Recall the associative monoid M(n)’ given in Section 1 by 
M(n)’ = u F(R;, 4). 
@a 
The homology ring of M(n)’ is a naturally bigraded algebra A,,(n) with 
A,,q(n) = &(F(R:,q)). 
The algebra 
A(n) = @ AP,q(n) 
P&O 
has more structure. In particular the module A,,(n) is a module over the group ring of 
Zq for all p and n. 
Write 
A(n) = Cl3 HpF(R”, 4) 9 the sum of all the reduced homology groups. 
p>o, PLO 
Define the module of indecomposables, QA (n) , as the cokemel of 
/CL : A(n) @A(n) - A(n) 
where 1~ denotes the multiplication. 
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Notice that the map p restricts to 
p : HpF(W”,q) @f&F(Wn,t) - Hp+,F(R”,q+t). 
Thus consider the image of the following map denoted by DH#(W”, M): 
cl3 (~,wcq) @H,F(W”,f)) - HNF(R”,M). 
p+A=iv, q+t=M, q,r>o 
Define the modules 
Q=(N, n, M) = HnF(W”, M)/{Z[ a&,,] .DHAJ’(W”, M)}. 
Define the module of symmetric indecomposables Qr to be the graded module 
Q”= @ Q%‘Ln,M). 
N>O, ‘4420 
A special case of Theorem 12.3 of [ 11, p. 3021 is 
Q=(N,n,M) = ’ if N # (n- l)(M-1), 
H~,_~,(M_~~F(I?P,M) if N = (n - l)(M - 1). 
The verification of this fact is a straightforward calculation with the Ai,j and was 
described in the preceding section. The next theorem follows at once. 
Theorem 6.2. The graded module of symmetric indecomposables Q” for A(n) is iso- 
morphic to 
G3 Lie(q) @Z((-l)“+‘) 
9>0 
with Qz((n- l)(m- l),n,M) isomorphic to Lie(M) @Z((-l)“+‘) as a Z[&]- 
module. 
Related calculations using classical representation theory were given subsequently in
[31] and [38]. 
7. Homology of configuration spaces with coefficients in a Coxeter representation 
Assume that G is a group, F is a field, and L is a graded F[ G]-module. Given a 
space X with proper G action and orbit space denoted X/G, the homology of X/G with 
(possibly twisted) coefficients in L is defined to be 
H,(X/G;L) = %(&X@z[G] L), 
where S,X is the singular chain complex of X. Thus the tensor product SJ @ L is 
twisted by the two G-actions. 
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Consider Z as a trivial Z[ G] -module. Thus o(n) = n for all cr in G and n in Z. A 
classical theorem of Hopf [ 291, and Freudenthal [ 271, identifies H, (&X @.Z[o] Z) as 
the usual singular homology of the orbit space X/G. Thus there are isomorphisms 
&(&X&[G] z) - WX/G;Z) 
when Z is a trivial Z [ G] -module. 
If V is a graded vector space over IF which is zero in degree 0, then 
v@9 = vp . . * @F,V 
9 
isnaturallyaleftF[~9]-modulewherea(vt~~~~~u,) = (~~)u,(I)~.u~(~)~,..~‘u~(~) 
where f 1 arises from standard sign conventions. Thus one can consider the homology 
of the (unordered) configuration space B( M, q) with coefficients in V@9. In the cases 
for which V is the reduced homology of a space X, then H, (B( M, q) ; V@4) has been 
described in terms of the homology of function spaces for many examples of M. In 
particular one has isomorphisms 
B*(ti&z”x;F) - 03 H*(B(R”,q)Y-Y. 
910 
as described in [ 11, pp. 237-2431. 
A more general theorem applies to configurations of points in a manifold M [ 121: 
there are isomorphisms 
R*(C(M,X);F) - @H*(B(M,q);V@q). 
920 
This isomorphism has been exploited in [ 81 in case X is a sphere to work out the 
homology of configuration spaces. It has also been exploited in [ 7,14,15] to work out 
the homology of certain mapping class groups. Some of this information concerning 
mapping class groups is listed in Section 9 here and in the articles [2,7,15,16,18]. 
Other analogous results with M = N x R” are given in [ 191. 
Returning to coefficients in a particular choice of representation, consider 
n 
with basis denoted (~1,. . . , u,}. Next, fix an ordered partition Z = (it,. . . , i,) of an 
integer q and consider the element 
u(Z) = u?il 8 upi @ . . ~8 ui in VF9, q = il + . . . + i,. 
Let V(Z) denote the cyclic P[ &]-module generated by u(Z). Thus for elements Z in a 
choice of a set of partitions S, there is an isomorphism of left F[ &] -modules 
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The homology of the (unordered) configuration space with coefficients in V(Z) (a 
Coxeter representation) is identified as a direct summand of the homology of a function 
space as seen below. 
The utility of this observation is as follows: First the space C (M, X) is a “model” for 
a function space. In the case that M = R”, there is a map C( W, X) --) U’PX which 
induces a homology isomorphism. For more general M, C( M, X) has the homology of 
a certain space of sections. One can sometimes work out the homology of the function 
space for other reasons. Secondly, the space C( M, X) is stably a bouquet of certain 
spaces Dk(M,X) where H,(Dk(M,X);R) is H,(B(M,k);pk). Thus it remains to 
“tweeze apart” the summands of H, (B( M, k); Pk) obtained from the representations 
V(I). 
To illustrate, consider the homology of B( M, k) with coefficients in the sign repre- 
sentation R( -1) for a ring R. Namely 
a(n) = sign(a) - (n), 
where u is in & and n is in R. Apart from a degree shift, Z( - 1) is isomorphic to 
Thus, for example, there are isomorphisms 
H,(B(M,k);Z(-1)) - &+k(Dk(M,S’);Z). 
Restrict attention to field coefficients F with M = RN. Thus there are isomorphisms 
R (fiNsN+‘;F) - @&(Dk(RN,S’);R), and 4 
k>l 
z?q(Dk(8tN,S1);P) - Hq-k(B(RN,k);F(-l)). 
The point of this observation is that the homology of spaces B( M, k) with coefficients 
in a Coxeter representation V(Z) are given in terms of the homology of function spaces 
with coefficients which are not twisted. The answers for M = BN are given in [ 11, 
pp. 237-2431 in terms of H,0N2NX. Some examples were given subsequently in [43]. 
These methods have also been used in [ 81. 
There is yet another filtration for the space C ( RN, X). The point set topology of 
the “little N-cubes” is more convenient here. Namely, the “gravity filtration” [41] for 
the space CN( X) gives a spectral sequence abutting to E, ( flBNX) for any homology 
theory. In favorable circumstances, the ET-term, r > 2, agrees with that of the Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequence. 
8. Combinatorial group theory, non-abelian analognes of exterior algebras, and 
the modules Lie(n) 
The modules Lie(n) occur naturally as subgroups of the group of units for certain 
non-abelian analogues of exterior algebras. The group of units in turn “assembles” all 
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of the modules Lie(n) into a single iterated central extension of discrete groups H,, 
which are discussed below. In addition, the groups H,, are filtered by subgroups. The 





with the natural structure of a graded Lie algebra. The Lie product is itself obtained 
induced by forming commuters in H,, and is an analogue of the classical shuffle product 
appearing in work of Eilenberg and Zilber [ 241 and Ree [ 371. 
The applications of the groups H,, have been in classical homotopy theory [ 171. 
Their structure is quite useful and provide a natural context for the modules given by 
the homology of configuration spaces. These groups are described below; proofs of 
assertions are given in the sequel to [ 171. 
Here choose a free abelian group of rank n 
” 
with basis denoted {ur , . . . , u,}. Consider the tensor algebra T [ V,] together with the 
2-sided ideal J,, generated by the elements 
where some Uij repeats. Define 
A[VtI = UV,I/Jn. 
Notice that A[ V,] is a non-abelian analogue of an exterior algebra. Namely, there is a 
natural algebra epimorphism 
A[V,I - E[V,I, 
where E [ V,] denotes the exterior algebra generated by V,. Further observe that UiUj and 
UjUi are linearly independent in A [ V,] if i # j. The elements 1 + Ui are units in A [ V,] 
as (l+Ui)(l-Ui)=l-U?=l. 
Let K, denote the subgroup of the group of units in A[ V,] generated by xi = l+yi, 1 5 
i < rz. Let P denote the descending central series for the group K,,; thus r’ = K,,, 
and P+’ = [K,,, P] where P+’ is a normal subgroup of P. Since P+* is a normal 
subgroup of P, let 
be the associated quotient group. Notice that Z,, acts on the set { 1,. . . , n} and thus on 
the free abelian group @(;) Z generated by the subsets S.I = {jt , . . . , jq} of cardinahty 
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qin{l,..., n}. Furthermore, given SJ, there is a unique element u = a( SJ) in J& such 
that 
h(l) < h(2) < . * . < h(q). 
Thus there is a (q - l)!(i)-d imensional representation of Z,, given by the diagonal 
action on 
Lie(q) @Z (@z). 
(E) 
Namely if A is in &, and A = [. . . [x,(1),x,(2)] . . .].q4)] is in Lie(q), then 
h(A @ SJ) = [. . . [xA~(I),xA~(~)~ . . .l~(,)l @{WI), . . . ,Nj,)}. 
Theorem 8.1. If 1 5 q 5 n, then J?$ is a free abelian group of rank (q - 1) ! c) with 
P’+’ = (1). F urt h ermore, I$ is isomorphic, as a Z[ &] -module to 
Lie(q) @Z (@z). 
(3 
There is a natural subgroup H,, of K,, which “symmetrizes” the modules I$. Typical 
elements in H,, are given by 
(1) X1X2...&, 
(2) ([x1,x21 .[Xl,x31 . ..[xl.&1>([x2vx31 . ..[x2.-%1)...~ 
(3) [[x1,x21x31 * [[x1,x21x41 . . .P and 
(4) . . . . 
Formally, H, is obtained inductively as follows: 
(1) H1=Kl. 
(2) Assume that H,,_l has been defined. Then Hn is defined by the Cartesian square 
H, - Kl 
1 1 
dl X...Xd,, 
H,,-l L (L-I)” 
where d is the diagonal map with 
( 
xi ifi> j, 
diXj = 1 if i= j, 
Xi-1 if i < j. 
Filter Hn by FqH” = H, II P. 
Theorem 8.2. Zf 1 5 q 5 n, then F q+’ Hn is a normal subgroup of FqH,, and the 
quotient group FqH,,/Fq+‘H,, is isomorphic to Lie(q) . The associated graded 
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cB Lie(q) 
1 lsln 
inherits the structure of a graded Lie algebra with Lie bracket induced by forming 
commutators in H,,. The Lie bracket is given explicitly by the shufle product where 
(1) A = 1.. . E~,(1),~,(2)1 . . .lxv(,)l E Lie(q), 
(2) B = [. . . [x,(1),x,(2)1 . . .Ix,(~-~)] E Lie(n - q), and 
(3) [AvBl ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~l~~~l~~,~,,lr~~~~~~~,~~~~~~,~~~l~~~l~~,~,_~~l~ 
where the sum is taken over all shufles il < i2 < . - - < i,, and jl < j2 < . . . < j,,_,. 
9. Mapping class groups 
Configuration spaces give information concerning mapping class groups of an ori- 
entable surface. This structure is analogous to that between configuration spaces of 
points in W” and n-fold loop spaces. Some of this structure is discussed here. 
Let S, be a closed orientable Riemann surface of genus g. Let Diff+( Sg; k) denote 
the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S, which leave a fixed set of k 
distinct points invariant. Define the mapping class group r,k to be ~0 Diff( Sr; k), the 
group of components for Dip (,I$; k) . There are versions where one requires boundary 
components and diffeomorphisms which fix the boundary. These additional structures 
will not be discussed here. 
Evidently Die (Ss) acts diagonally on F( S,, n) and thus on B( S,, n) . If g 2 1, 
then B (S,, n) is K( Bi, 1) where Bi is the nth braid group for the surface S, [ 25,261. 
The action of Difft (Ss) is not, in general, free. Thus let Eg denote a contractible free 
Difft (Q-space and form the homotopy orbit space (the Bore1 construction) 
Es xDiff+(S,) B(SS, n> = Xg,,. 
The following results were observed in [7,13,16,17] although they are probably “folk 
theorems”: 
(1) If g=O and n 2 3, then 
Xo,n = K(G, 1). 
Furthermore Xc,,, is homotopy equivalent to 
ESO(3) XSO(S) B(&,n). 
(2) If g= 1, and n 2 2, then 
X1.n = K(T;, 1). 
(3) IfgL2, then 
X g,n = UT;, 1). 
Furthermore, the groups ri, are used to obtain information about the groups c for 
$ < g. The cases for which g = 0, 1, or 2 are special. Namely, the genus 0 case gives 
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K( rt, 1) from the SO(3) homotopy orbit space obtained from the natural action of 
SO(3) on B(Sc, n). There is a group extension 
1 - S’ x S’ - %+(S’ x S’) - SL(2,Z) - 1, 
where the inclusion I%%+ ( St x St ) + Difp (S’ x S’ ) is a homotopy equivalence. Thus 
for genus 1, Difft (St x St ) is an extension of familiar groups. 
The case of genus 2 is closely related to the Lie group U(2). Namely U( 2) is the 
centralproductS3xr,,zS’.ThusU(2) actson$xS’by (h,z)(x,y) = (p(A)(~>,z*~y) 
where p : S3 + SO( 3) is the standard ouble cover and (x, y) E g x S’ . This action of 
U( 2) gives an action on F( p, n) x r,, S’ where Z;, acts via (i) permuting coordinates 
in F( S*, n) and (ii) the sign representation  S’. The homotopy orbit space 
EU(2) XU(2) (m*JQ xz,, s’> 
is a K(n-, 1) if n 1: 3. Furthermore, if n = 6, then r is isomorphic to c. 
As seen earlier, the homology of certain function spaces captures the homology of 
configuration spaces with coefficients in a Coxeter epresentation. A similar assertion is 
satisfied for mapping class groups. In particular, there are surjections 
rg - 2” 
and thus the &-modules V@‘” for any graded module V are also ri-modules. Thus one 
might consider 
H, (P’. VBn) 
g’ * 
Summing the graded modules, one has 
@ H * (I-‘“. I’@“) &T’ 
!I>0 
which exhibits some properties analogous to the cyclic homology of certain algebras 
[ 16,171. If g = 0, 1, or 2, some examples of this construction have been computed 
via the function space methods which were described earlier in this article. Namely, 
these homology groups are described in terms of the homology of certain function 
spaces, a connection described in the next two paragraphs. One of the reasons for 
addressing surfaces with punctures is that information concerning surfaces of low genus 
with punctures gives information about surfaces of higher genus via the theory of 
branched covers. A classical example which illustrates this last phenomenon is given by 
the surjection c + r$ with kernel Z/22. This information is used in [2] to work out 
the homology of c from that of I$. 
An illustration of the utility of this remark is as follows. Let V be a graded vector 
space over a field F with V = I?, (X; IF) for a path-connected space X = 2X’. If g 2 2, 
there are isomorphisms 
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here map (S,, X) is the space of all continuous maps of S, to X [ 17,181. These algebraic 
constructions have some properties analogous to cyclic homology [ 161. 
If g = 0 or 1, there are analogous properties with some anomalous behavior for 
fi with n 5 2 [7,18]. This method gives a direct calculation of H,(T& F) for all 
?I 2 3 [7,15]. 
These methods have been used to work out the homology of certain “moduli” spaces: 
(1) F(@P’,n), 
(2) F(@P’,n)/&, and 
(3) E x~Q_(~,c) X where X is either F(@P’,n) or F(@Pt,n)/& and E is a con- 
tractible free PGL( 2, C) space. 
In particular, there are homotopy equivalences 
F(CP’,n) -W(3) x F(@ - {O,l},n - 3), and 
E x~c~(2.c) W@, n> - F(@ - {O,l},n - 3) 
if n 2 3. Thus S* x E xp~~(2.c) F(@P’ , n) is homotopy equivalent to F(@, n - 1). 
Notice that there is thus a natural & action on the cohomology of F(@, n - 1). 
The torsion in the homology of E xpG~(Z,c) (F(@P’, n)/&,) is mildly complicated 
to state. Hence the results with &-coefficients are stated here while the results with 
IFP-coefficientsare stated in [7]. There are isomorphisms for all i > 0 
&vY@~‘,24/~2”;~2’2) - Hi(K(B2nv l);F2’2) @Hi-2(K(B2n-2* l);F2’2) 
and 
Hi(F(c:P’v2n+ l)/J522n+l;F2’2) - H*(@P’$2’2) ~H*(F(~:P1,2n)/~2C2,;IF2), 
where B, is Artin’s braid group on q strands [ 151. The mod-2 homology of the braid 
groups is given in [ 11,281. The mod-2 homology of E xPG~(2.c) F(@P* ,2n)/& is 
given by 
H,(BS0(3);&) @ H,(F(@&24/~22,;F2) 
by [ 151. A modification applies to E xu(2) (F(@P’,2n) xz2. S’) which has mod-2 
homology given by 
H*(BU(2);&) C9~*(F(@P’,24 X& S’;F2). 
The case of n = 3 gives the mod-2 homology of c [2,15]. 
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